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This story by Leo Buscaglia is a warm, wonderfully wise and strikingly simple story about a
leaf names Freddie. Nov Freddie the Leaf is usually a warm and thought-provoking story and
both children and adults will be deeply touched by this inspiring book. How Freddie and his
companion leaves change with the passing seasons, finally falling to the bottom with winter's
snow, is an inspiring allegory illustrating the delicate balance between life and death. This 20th
anniversary edition of the beloved traditional has helped thousands of people come to grips
with lifestyle and death.
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The book produced me love it. I first read this reserve in the late 70's. I was among a bunch of
guys who sorely needed to understand how to love. A must for anyone with children,
especially those who have suffered a reduction. And Isn't. SO most of us were deeply in love
with our penises and the manly power we experienced while soaring in orgasm having
conquered the female. I've seen him on movies, and he's the most alive, loving person I've
witnessed. If any of my contemporaries survived those years then they must have learned
something about real love. She discovered great ease and comfort in this publication and says
that every time she views a leaf she thinks of her mother. I examine it to grandchildren when
their grandpa had cancer. His students at university shared and grew. A genuine "children's
reserve for all age groups", it explains the circle of life so simply, therefore beautifully, and
with such warmth and tenderness. If not a lot, a little. You simply warm up, and grow. Mild way
to embrace loss Great for a family experiencing a loss. And any anyone suffering from
loneliness or loss. Not sure I'd give it as something special.. I often wished I possibly could
meet him personally.a MUST HAVE Reserve FOR THE GENERATIONS! If I had to choose one
book I possibly could not live without, perhaps the Bible initial, but this would can be found in
a close second. One can't read it without changing., it provides helped me and I'm 81 years old
. Great book Great book to greatly help kids understand death Nice metaphor I was looking for
a reserve for a kid whose parent has been diagnosed with terminal malignancy. For me,
personally, I think it really is as captivating and healing for adults, as well. A nice metaphor.
The photography is certainly stunning and the story will capture the hearts of all those looking
for basic, tender explanations into the intricacies of life and death. But initial, know what is
love. It touches hearts of both young and outdated with the story of the inquisitive Freddie, a
young leaf observing the various other leaves as they grow older and eventually fall from the
tree.A perennial favorite, while I am an enormous Leo Buscalia enthusiast, I just adore this
book primarily. Touching, heartfelt and sensitive As an ordained minister, There is this to be
one of the most creative, sensitive and heart-felt books on the subject of life and loss of life.It
doesn't really give any deep answers, and it generally does not pretend to know the meaning
of life the universe and anything. I've purchased many copies of this book for others. Easy to
read and understand Book collection Great book to use when faced with the loss of a loved
one! A secular story that handles the inevitability of death in a sort and thoughtful method. I
wish people in power got this as recommended reading. You can feel the pleasure leap from
the web pages, and you'll be in love with Leo right away. We left out us trails of broken hearts,
destroyed dreams, corrupted appetites, shattered lives.. A comforting story approximately
change, and the times of year of our lives. A comforting story about change, and the seasons
of our lives. It's extremely uplifting and hopeful.The images inside are lovely photos of trees
and leaves from different seasons. It's more text message than images, nonetheless it works
for this story.It was important to me to locate a way to go over death without it getting
specifically religious. Several years ago, I was introduced to this book by a woman whose
mom had died. The reserve gently goes through the stage of lifestyle in a way that is normally
vaguely relatable to a toddler but will gain more indicating as she grows. I literally wept when
reading the final page. But it does offer a comforting tale about how death is a part of
existence (in as far a story about death can be comforting). It's something that stayed with me
and I believe it's something everyone must read at least once She found great comfort in this
book and says that each time .buy the book and examine it from cover to cover. It discusses
life, loss of life, and change by using the different seasons while still staying matter-of-fact in a
gentle tone. It closes out the life span cycle in a way that is not dramatic or scary but instead



can be peaceful and poetic. A must-have for each book collection. Beautiful way to capture
the loss of someone you care about I received this book initial from my grandmother and go
through it to my kids to them when she died just as she did with me when my great
grandmothers passed away.Recently I purchased this to give to a friend whose litttle lady has
experienced her sisters, great grandmother, and grandfather most loss of life this year . Even
scanning this for the first time as an adult I came across it quite worthy... This book fulfills that
need for me. Neither her mother nor Donna were users of any particular faith/belief
community. Donna's mom was only 41 when she passed away. Donna had no faith based
belief in what happens to a person after death. Leo Buscaglia was called "the love doctor.We
gave this publication to my great grandsons when their great grandfather died, simply
because my grandson and his wife didn't know very well what to say with their children
approximately the death of their beloved great grandfather. It really is beneficial to all ages
whenever a liked one dies.You might find it interesting that I am a coordinator/leader of a
bereavement group at my church. My materials/approach there is totally faith based, while
this book isn't.Sheila Bickerton This is a wonderful book and terrific tool to teach children
about the ... This is a wonderful book and terrific tool to instruct children about the life cycle.
The very last page, the author wrote a wonderful note... Delicate and Thoughg Provoking We
purchased The Fall of Freddie the Leaf when our toddler started asking questions about
death. What a very easy thing (natural death) is I recommend this book to EVERYONE! The
very, absolute best book explaining death to a child and Yes! My own version of the book is
very old right now, having been study many, many times... I recently got two others, for my
children and hopefully, their children. This reserve will be okay for that, but may be better for a
child with a terminal illness. As he asks about what is going on, the explanations are therefore
touching and easily relate to life in general. I'd utilize it in a therapy room. For "Children of All
Ages". This is what life is focused on Please read this basic book, your life will never quite be
the same. This is a straightforward, yet complex story about a leaf moving through the stages
of life. It depicts death as another stage of existence, removing some of the fear surrounding
it. I utilized this book with my class of 5th quality students on the day they found out their
classmate and friend had lost his 3-month battle with malignancy. It was ideal for all of us,
nonetheless it definitely bring out emotions! I would recommend this publication as needed
reading in all colleges, with the primary audiences becoming the mathematicians, engineers,
computer geeks, etc." This book of his is usually a treasured archive of collected experiences
and well-thought-out conveniently readable chapters about appreciate. Not signed copies
We looked the books over front to back again, neither is signed. Seems fake advertising.
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